
	
 

Effective Application on Tomatoes 
 

The use of Puroxi (OB) for Tomatoes has been used in more locations that we can mention. With a pH adjustment and 
implementation of our product line the results have been well accepted. We have a comment recently from Alberta, Canada, where 
the operator says that this time of the year he would only get like the smallest size tomatoes, but now he gets many of the big 
tomatoes. We have had reports that when tomatoes droop to the ground they see a black mold grow on the side touching the 
ground. Also we have had reports of those little pesky insects etc. causing havoc on tomatoes. While using Puroxi (OB) a tomato 
growing family saw the mold not become an issue because the tomatoes never made it to the ground. The seeds were soaked in a 
warm mixture of our product line, this could take some time as completely dry mixes can be difficult to wet. Sometimes its best to 
let the moistened mix sit overnight to be sure that it is evenly wet. The final mix should be damp like a wrung out sponge, not 
soaked or soggy. You should see healthier, plumber tomatoes with less issues and challenges doing this. We found that spraying 
multiple times with covering well and letting the dripping and penetration down into the root system, this will give an added benefit. 
Also make sure that all leaves are covered well. You will have to repeat this process every 7 days to 10 days in the beginning if you 
have problems. We have seen situations where too much product was used but interestingly enough the leaves went yellow and 
before long came back healthier and better. We feel this is similar to a healing process, so if your leaves turn color don’t panic it 
will grow ever better next time.  
With tomatoes we have had customers mention the following. 
 

1. Spraying multiple times is better (10-14 days) 
2. Cover well and use a surfactant. 
3. Space tomatoes because they grow much bigger and wider. 
Will help with fungus must do every 7 -10 days- gets the beginning of fungus-wilts- blight – and root rot subside.       
                           																							 
 

Puroxi (OB) is a unique water treatment & purification system that has been 
around for many years. Our “Premium Quality” Product are not only stabilized 
to give it better efficacy, it also has a proprietary formulation and is custom-
made to fit your water needs. Our product helps disinfect and keep your 
plumbing clean and unplugged. With the addition of our stabilizer you will see 
long-lasting efficacy, and protection for your pipes against corrosion.  It also 
helps bind and tie up contaminants, while softening your water up to 25%.  
By using our application formula in your water, you will see results of 
improvement, however remember, the observations listed above are from specific 

situations, based on their own unique results and experiences. All water is different; every environment is different; every 
operator is different; and of course, every soil and seed is different. We cannot guarantee you will see any specific result listed 
above. But what we can guarantee is that you will have clean ~ clear ~ nutritional water, to begin with, in a very short time, 
and your results will probably be better than without our applications. When your plant and soil have healthy, nutritional 
water it’s a good thing. Raising the oxygen levels will further contribute to the overall production success. Application rates 
very from operation to operation, for well-designed application rates contact the Distributor in your area. If there is no 
Distributor, please contact us directly.                                                                                                                                                                                                   
If this makes sense to you, please give us a call; we would love to have you as a customer. 

                  
           	WhatsApp/Cell:	+1	604	302	9424						Office:	+1	604	826	8368.					Fax:		+1	877	360	8368	

																																																								
emails:	info@puroxi.com						Web:	www.puroxi.com	

																																																																																
																			Address:	1265	Green	Lake	South	Road.	70	Mile	House.	British	Columbia.	Canada.	V0K	2K2																																																																																			

Caution:	There	are	many	kinds	of	bacteria’s.	We	have	not	tested	our	product	on	all	of	them.	However	we	are	willing	to	work	with	you	to	try	to	
kill	your	specific	bacterial	issue.	Sometimes	that	addition	of	complimentary	products	or	equipment	is	necessary	as	well.	


